Archetypal energy landscapes: dynamical diagnosis.
Recent studies have identified several motifs for potential energy surfaces corresponding to distinct dynamic and thermodynamic properties. The corresponding disconnectivity graphs were identified as "palm tree," "willow tree," and "banyan tree" patterns. In the present contribution we present a quantitative analysis of the relation between the topography and dynamics for each of these motifs. For the palm tree and willow tree forms we find that the arrangement of the stationary points in the monotonic sequences with respect to the global minimum is the most important factor in establishing the kinetic properties. However, the results are somewhat different for motifs involving a rough surface with several deep basins (banyan tree motif), with large barriers relative to the energy differences between minima. Here it is the size of the barrier for escape from the region relative to the barriers at the bottom that is most important. The present results may be helpful in distinguishing between the dynamics of "structure seeking" and "glass forming" systems.